A reliable and rapid procedure to estimate drug partitioning in biomembranes.
A direct method using derivative spectrophotometry was developed for determining membrane-water molar partition coefficients (Kp) of the anticancer drugs tamoxifen (TAM) and 4-hydroxytamoxifen (OHTAM). This method explores a shift in the absorption spectra of the drugs when removed from the aqueous phase to a hydrophobic environment. Partition of TAM and OHTAM depends on membrane composition and on drug concentration, temperature and presence of cholesterol. Unlike OHTAM, partition of TAM in DMPC bilayers, liposomes of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) lipids and native membranes of SR and mitochondria decreases linearly with drug concentration. Additionally, the partition of these drugs is higher in SR native membranes than in liposomes of SR lipids. The partition also depends on membrane type, being higher in mitochondria than in SR membranes. Maximal partitionings in DMPC are observed at temperatures in the range of the main phase transition. Cholesterol strongly affects the incorporation of drugs and maximal inhibition was observed in DMPC bilayers.